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Background. In several Nordic countries, the pedagogy in preschools has a social pedagogical ideal. The focus is on development of social competence, aiming to empower
children. There is only minimal focus on teaching and academic learning. The aim of
this study is to investigate what kind of support children’s concept formation can receive
when children are engaged in everyday language interactions with preschool teachers in
Norway. Theoretically, the article is based on theories developed from Vygotsky’s (1987)
perspectives on language as a mediating tool.
Design. Two classrooms with two preschool teachers and 18 children in each class
participated in the study. The preschool was chosen because it especially focused on children’s language learning.
Method. This study is a qualitative study based on video-taped observations in one
preschool, and the data are video-taped observations of language interactions between
two preschool teachers and children in two preschool classrooms. Most language interactions in Norway occur in everyday conversations such as play, art activities and meals.
Results. The teachers interacted with the children around topics that engage the
children and topics they took initiative to talk about. The teachers invited the children in
warm ways to use language to make meaning of the shared topic. However, they seldom
presented supplementary concepts or expanded the children’s concept understanding
with their own knowledge.
Conclusion. The social pedagogical ideal may have made them associate such sharing of knowledge with teaching.
Keywords: everyday language interactions, learning words and concepts, cognition, preschool

Introduction
The aim of this study is to investigate talk in everyday language interactions and
examine what they can represent as arenas for concept formation. Vygotsky (1987)
used the term scientific concepts to refer to academic concepts as opposed to intuitive tacit concepts and the names of concrete objects embedded in everyday con-
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texts. He argued that there is a complex relationship between everyday concepts
that children hear in everyday language interactions with parents, teachers and
peers, and scientific and more abstract concepts.
The Nordic early childhood education is described by Bennett (2010) as a social pedagogical approach in opposition to a pre-primary approach. Such a social
pedagogical approach focuses on the development of social competence, aiming
to empower children as active participants who can influence their own lives by
strengthening their identity and self-esteem. Language interactions occur mainly
spontaneously in daily activities, initiated by the children or the teachers, without
any planned intentions or aims. Usually, approximately 20-30 minutes a day can be
used for teacher-led planned activities. Accordingly, the most frequent situations
for language interactions occur in everyday activities, and everyday activities represent important language learning situations in preschools in Norway as well as in
the other Nordic countries.

Learning everyday concepts and scientific concepts
in daily activities
From a socio-cultural perspective, learning is regarded as situated, and experiences such as joint activities that promote talk are seen as important means for both
conveying meaning and generating new meaning (Nelson, 1995; Rogoff, 1998).
Sociocultural theories claim that language represents our most important mental
function (Fleer, 2009), and Vygotsky (1981) described human thinking as linguistic
thinking, and concepts as the meaning of words. He stressed especially the meaning of words, because in thinking, we use the meaning of words. Vygotsky (1981)
suggested that higher mental functioning has its origins in social processes mediated by tools and signs, and particularly by language. Vygotsky had a different
perspective on conceptual learning than Piaget who believed that children’s learning about concepts and their surroundings were results of inner thought processes
through assimilation and accommodation (Rogoff, 1998).
In the early years, language interactions between preschool teachers and children in different everyday activities represent the most meaningful places for hearing and using words and concepts (Rogoff, Paradise, Arauz, Correa-Chávez, & Angelillo, 2012). Everyday language interactions are frequently occurring situations
and can be used as a primary tool for language development and concept formation
in Norwegian preschools. According to August, Carlo, Dressler and Snow (2005)
and Dickinson, McCabe, Anastasopolulos, Peisner-Feinberg and Poe (2003), opportunities for children to talk with teachers and receive feedback is of great importance for their language learning and concept formation. Siraj-Blatchford (2007)
found that qualified staff that did take an active role as language participants supported children’s search for understanding coherence and continuity between experiences and language.
This study is built on theories developed from Vygotsky’s perspectives (1987)
on language as a mediating tool. He asserted that scientific concepts or theoretical
concepts are primarily learned through language, while spontaneous concepts are
acquired in everyday contexts and systematically built up only to a small degree.
His theory suggests that preschool teachers should use language to support the
creation and extension of children’s word knowledge and that teachers’ talk should
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be geared to the needs of the child (Hasan, 2005). Vygotsky (1987) claimed that
everyday concepts include knowledge of everyday situations, such as knowing that
we call almost all creatures with four legs and fur animals, though children may not
know what elements are necessary to draw this conclusion. In this study, abstract
concepts are given equal status as scientific concepts as they are both abstract concepts and can be used across contexts, and they do not exist in everyday practice.

Moving from everyday concepts to abstract,
scientific concepts
Vygotsky (1987) claimed that everyday concepts develop from below to above,
while scientific concepts develop from above to below, and that they are strongly
connected to each other. Everyday concepts are grounded in everyday language
and life experiences, while scientific concepts constitute the structural formation
necessary for the strengthening of everyday concepts. Children’s language learning constitutes an important part of cognitive development and concept formation
(Borovsky & Elman, 2006; Wells, 1994). To include a word into a system of a concept, children have to understand that for an object to be categorized as a member,
they have to have some traits in common with the other members of the system
(Fleer, 2009). For instance, animals have mainly four legs, a tail, a snout and some
kind of fur. At the same time, they must accept that the members in a category
also have some differences, as in size, color, appearance and behavior. To identify
an object as a member of a system or concept, a child must master looking away
from differences between the members of the system, and instead look for relevant
similarities (Wells, 2008).
Nelson (2007) claims that the greatest challenge for children is learning abstract and scientific concepts higher up in the conceptual hierarchy than learning
concrete ones, since these concepts do not exist in the physical world. Children
must learn abstract concepts through definitions or by getting several experiences
with hearing a concrete concept named together with the corresponding abstract
concept (Kontos, 1999). Understanding that a word, representing a concept, symbolizes a trait that is shared by all objects in a category, transferable from context
to context, will support a child in understanding some aspect of new situations.
Vygotsky (1987) claimed that such generalization of word meaning is related to
thinking, and he noted that the meaning of a word is connected to the domain of
thought as well as the domain of speech. A word without meaning is not a word,
but an empty sound. A word’s meaning is both speech and thoughts, and Vygotsky
used the expression verbal thinking for such cognitive processes. Vygotsky (1987)
meant that it is fruitless to directly teach or instruct preschool children about scientific concepts: “under these conditions children learn not the concept, but the word,
and this word is taken over by the child through memory rather than thought”
(Vygotsky, 1987; p. 170). When children learn scientific concepts away from the
context in which they are used, scientific ideas and thinking becomes separated
from everyday practice. Preschool teachers can support children’s learning about
abstract concepts when they grasp an opportunity to prolong a language interaction in situations when the children are engaged in activities (Wilcox-Herzog &
Kontos, 1998), when they participate in play and reading aloud settings, and when
the children invite the teacher to talk about something (Dickinson, 2011).
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Research question
This study aimed to examine how preschool teachers, through everyday talk, can
support children’s understanding of the connection between everyday concepts
and abstract, scientific concepts. In Norwegian preschools, the topics of everyday
talk address all types of subject areas in which either the children or teachers are
engaged. The research question in this study is: How can preschool teachers support
children’s early experiences with abstract and scientific concept formation in everyday
activities?
Method
Background
This study employs video-taped observations of everyday talks to investigate how
two preschool teachers promoted children’s language learning and concept formation in two classrooms in a small-town public preschool. All parents and staff
signed a written, informed consent accepting the research and use of video filming.
Spontaneous and informal everyday language interactions were chosen as situations for observation because they are the most frequent arena for language interactions in Norwegian preschools. Everyday language interactions occur in many
activities such as meals, play, in the cloakroom, and in arts and craft activities,
and they can be initiated by either the teachers or the children (Weizman & Snow,
2001). The focus was on the content of the interactions. A previous incident, an association or a prolonging of the previous speakers topic could give grounds for talk
initiation (Wasik, Bond, & Hindman, 2006).
Settings
The preschool consists of four classes. Two classes with children ranging from three
to six years of age who agreed to participate. The classes comprise 18 children, with
one preschool teacher and two teacher assistants. The children came from families
with parents, mothers and/or fathers working in different areas, and none of the
parents was particularly poor or particularly rich according to Norwegian standards.
The observations were conducted one day a week from 8 am to 11 am over a
period of four months, for a total of 12 visits. The study was accomplished using
video-taped observations over a period of four months, and a handheld video camera was used. I was sitting close to the teachers while they were interacting with
small groups of children engaged in some type of everyday activity, and I attempted
to interfere as little as possible in classroom activities during my visits.
Analysis
The talks were transcribed according to the Child Language Data Exchange system
(MacWhinney, 1991), and the transcripts were marked for overlapping utterances,
pauses, pace, emphatic stress and intonation (falling and rising intonation). Talks
and language interactions are defined as a group of semantically contingent utterances between two or more speakers that comprises multiple turns on the same
topic (i.e., each speaker talks at least one time) (Ninio & Snow, 1996). An utterance
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is defined as the smallest unit of speech; it is primarily defined by intonations, and
second, by the permanence of pauses. Utterance boundaries were based on intonation contour and pause duration, and the contextual information needed to understand the interaction and inaudible utterances was included in the transcripts. A
turn was defined as what one speaker says about a particular topic and may include
several consecutive utterances.
The analyses started by focusing on the teachers’ engagement when talking
with the children. Then, we examined whether and how preschool teachers supported the children’s learning about the concepts by introducing a more abstract
concept higher in the concept system from the subordinate concept the children
used. Their language support, the words they used to support the children’s formation of concepts, was examined, and bodily communication was studied to get an
impression of the climate of and engagement in the relationship.

Results
The data comprised 12.5 hours of video-taped observations, and the data material consisted of 26 transcribed language interactions lasting from two to six minutes, for a total of 82 minutes. Fourteen of the talks were filmed in one classroom
(Teacher 1) and 12 were filmed in the second classroom (Teacher 2). Only three of
the conversations were about the meaning of words. The examples below are the
only ones in the material where the two teachers and the children were engaged in
spontaneous language interactions talking about the meaning of words.
Connecting experiences and abstract
and scientific concepts
The first excerpt is from a conversation between a teacher (Teacher 1) and two children, Jan 4.2 years and Per 3.7 years, as they sit at a table eating breakfast. It is in
the middle of November, and there has been some early snow covering the ground.
The teacher and Per talk about a car he has placed on the table, and Jan is looking
out of the window. Jan then introduces this topic:
1JAN: you know what I think -? [= engaged, talks load, addressed to the teacher]
2TEA: [= smiles, shakes her head]
3JAN: it is too early for winter -! [= decisive tone]
4TEA: too early -? [= surprised, interested tone]
5TEA: why -? [= inviting, looks at Jan and smiles, waits for five sec]
6JAN: because there are – there are some leaves on a tree– [= talks slowly]
7JAN: and there should not be leaves -! [= indignant tone]
8TEA: no –? [= looks at Jan, waits for six seconds]
9TEA: and there are leaves -? [= confirming tone]
10JAN: yes -. [= smiles, nods, relieved?]
11PER: it doesn’t matter –!= [comforting and explaining tone]
12TEA: leaves on the trees are typical autumn yes -![= nods, smiles at Jan]
13TEA: and snow - [= interrupted of Jan]
14JAN: is winter -! [= jumps from his chair, and smiles at Per and the teacher] [= Per
and Jan start talking about playing in the snow]
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In line 3, Jan introduces the topic of winter, and shares his thoughts about
what the autumn and the winter should be like. He seems to be disappointed about
the snow on the ground and relates this snow to the winter coming too early. In
line 5, the teacher challenges him to explain why he thinks winter has come too
early. Jan explains his thoughts to her in lines 6 and 7. The teacher communicates
in line 8 that his answer surprises her when she asks “no?” She then waits for six
seconds for him to think about what to answer. When he does not continue, she
repeats his utterance from line 6 and line 9, and Jan confirms her saying that leaves
on the trees are wrong in his understanding of winter. The teacher communicates
that she accepts his answers. Jan is introducing elements related to how we define
winter and claims that the winters should be without leaves on trees. By making
this statement, Jan reveals that he has some knowledge about winter as an abstract concept referring to seasons. He underlines that winter is different from autumn, and communicate that he has some understanding of the concept “season”,
a concept that is even more abstract. In line 12, the teacher communicates that
she agrees with Jan, that leaves on trees is typical in autumn, and she starts with
confirming what is typical winter, when Jan fulfils her sentence and seems happy,
introducing a talk with Per.
This spontaneous talk about what characterizes winter is introduced by Jan
while he is looking out of the window. The teacher acknowledges and supports
his utterances and communicates that she is engaged in Jan’s thoughts about the
winter coming too early. She turns her attention towards him, asks him the openended question “why”, and she leans towards him and makes eye contact. She also
provides him time to find answers to her questions. The teacher communicates that
what he says engages and surprises her. Her supportive style may have inspired Jan
to think through what winter is about, and his explanation is based on an element,
leaves on the trees, we usually think of when we separate autumn from winter. He
both introduces a scientific concept, winter, and argues for his points of view. His
understanding about winter is probably related to a common, abstract and scientific understanding of winter as white all over, no leaves, no grass and no flowers. Jan
categorizes his experiences by defining signs of autumn and winter. Talking about
his observations with the teacher, and by getting acceptance for his explanation of
an observed phenomena, Jan’s understanding of winter as a scientific concept is
probably both confirmed and expanded. The teacher supported his thoughts, but
she did not expand on his concept by presenting more differences between the two
concepts.
The next example is from a conversation between a teacher (Teacher 2), Ari 3.2
years, Ole 5.3 years and Ida 3.5 years. The teacher, Ola and Ida are sitting around
a small table and playing with building blocks when Ari arrives. He has with him
a book his mother has read to him, and the excerpt is from the conversation fol
lowing Ari’s talk about the book that he calls a naughty book:
1TEA: so is it about naughtiness -? [= engaged, smiles at Ari]
2ARI: yes -! [= aloud, looks proud]
3TEA: okay – but what do you do when you are naughty then -? [= interested tone,
leans towards Ari]
4ARI: you hit when you get angry and such –. [= explaining tone]
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5TEA: is that to be naughty -? [= she looks surprised at Ari and Ida]
6ARI: uhum – [= nods]
7TEA: what do you think Ida -? [= smiles at Ida, inviting, both Ida and Ole follow the
interaction]
8IDA: being angry -? [= questioning, looks at the teacher, Ole and Ari]
9TEA: being angry -? [= inviting, looks at Ida]
10IDA: yes – [= nods, does not look up from the blocks]
11TEA: what do you do when you are angry then Ole -? [= inviting, smiles at Ole]
12OLE: hit -! [= quick and assertive, proud voice]
13TEA: hit – [= serious, nods, looks out of the window, it is quiet for six seconds]
14IDA: when I am a baby I kick and hit and scream -! [= creeps together and talk with
a baby-like tone, Ari and Ola look resigned at the teacher]
15TEA: do you want me to read the book now -? [= the children nod]
16TEA: maybe we can hear what other children do when they are naughty -? [= the
children gather around the teacher and look in the book]

The teacher invites Ari to tell her what he thinks we do when we are “naughty”.
In line 4, Ari answers that it means that you hit “when you get angry and such”. Ari
shows here that he knows what the abstract concept “naughty”, which is related to
the even more abstract concept of behavior, may represent. The teacher then invites
the two other children into the conversation. In line 7, she asks Ida what she thinks,
and Ida answers, or asks, in line 8, that she think that “to be naughty” means to
be angry. The teacher accepts her definition and uses her utterance “being angry”
when she turns to Ole. She asks Ole what he is doing when he gets angry. In line 12,
Ole answers that he hits when he is angry. Both Ida’s and Ole’s answers are based
upon Ari’s saying that naughtiness is about being angry and to hit. Naughtiness is
an abstract concept and they all seem to agree that the two suggestions, being angry
and to hit, are part of the concept “naughty”.
The three children seemed engaged in the topic, and look at each other and
the teacher while talking. They related their everyday experiences with doing
something probably disobedient and using unacceptable behavior, such as being
angry and hitting, with the abstract concept naughty. Both Ole and Ida answered
in accordance with Ari’s saying in line 4, “you hit when you are angry”, and their
associations with naughty are probably linked to these words. Their experiences
from everyday practice are creating the potential for an abstract and scientific understanding of the word naughty and the environmental views of accepted and
non-accepted behavior. This conversation may both have confirmed and expanded
their understanding of the word naughty. Ida seemed uncertain when combining
naughty with being angry, but the teacher confirmed her saying by sending it further to Ole. Ole connects “to be angry” with “to hit”, and seemed quite sure about
this answer. The teacher communicates through her body language that she accepts
their answers, though they seemed to surprise her. The children have experiences
with relating concrete experiences such as being “angry and to hit” with the abstract concept “naughty”. The teacher seems to let the reading of the book represent
any further expansion of the concept. She could also have expanded the meaning
by presenting some of her own viewpoints. However, the teacher did not expand
their ideas of being naughty by suggesting ruder behaviors.
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The following excerpt is from a talk, in which the teacher dwells upon a superior and abstract concept used by one of the children. A teacher (Teacher 1) and
two children, Eva 4.3 years and Mia, 3.1 years, are sitting together at a table and
talking while they are drawing. They are alone in the room, and Eva has just told
about a friend of hers who has been ill for two weeks. The teacher then invites the
children to talk about the meaning of the word “ill”.
1TEA: to be ill 2TEA: what is it actually, to be ill I mean –? [= no one replies, she waits for seven seconds]
3TEA: what happens when you get ill -? [= exploring tone, inviting]
4EVA: that you can get sick -! [= eager, loud]
5TEA: that you may get sick – uhum -. [= nods, smiles at Eva, it is quiet for six seconds]
6TEA: have you ever been ill Mia -? [= inviting tone, Mia looks down at the table and
shakes her head]
7TEA: you haven’t -?
8TEA: eeh- have you ever been sick -? [= engaged tone, inviting, waits for 6 seconds]
9MIA: yes – sometimes – [= low voice, look quickly at the teacher, shy?]
10TEA: oh – what happens to you then -? [= engaged, loud, waits for eight seconds]
11MIA: I throw up– [= low voice]
12TEA: you throw up -! [= same low voice as Mia]
13MIA: yes -! [= louder]
14TEA: how did that feel –? [= smiles at Mia, inviting tone]
15MIA: I don’t know -. [= looks at the teacher and Eva, shakes her head]
16TEA: but what is it to throw up then? -? [= exploring tone]
17MIA: I don’t know – being ill -? [= looks quickly at the teacher]
18EVA: yes -! [= load, proud tone, smiles at Mia]
19TEA: yes -! [= confirming, smiles and nods to Eva. After four seconds, Eva introduces another topic]

In this excerpt, after Eva has spoken about her friend being ill, the teacher attempts to make the children formulate what it means to be ill. In lines 1 and 2, she
asks what the word actually means, and she gives the children enough time, seven
seconds, to think about the answer. When they do not answer, she concretizes the
concept some more in line 3 by asking, “What happens” when we get ill. Eva demonstrates in line 4 that she has acquired an understanding of some of the core elements that characterize the knowledge related to the concept of “ill”. Eva shows
that she understands that the abstract concept of being ill is related to the concept
of physical health and has to do with bodily conditions. In this way, she displays
an understanding of classification and that she is able to categorize sick as one way
of being ill. In line 4, Eva suggests that what happens is that you can get sick when
you are ill.
The teacher accepts Eva’s utterance, and turns the topic to the children’s experiences. In line 6, she asks Mia if she ever has been ill. When Mia claims that she has
never been ill, the teacher takes up the word sick that Eva introduced in line 4, and
ask in line 8 if she ever has been sick. In line 9, Mia confirms that she has been sick.
Mia does not seem to have made the connection between being ill and being sick.
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The teacher’s question about what happens when you are sick in line 10 makes Mia
talk about her experience with throwing up in line 11. The teacher’s question about
how it feels to throw up and what it is seems too difficult, may be too abstract, for
Mia to answer. When the teacher asks what it is to throw up in line 16, Mia asks
back if to throw up is to be ill in line 17. Mia relates her concrete experience with
throwing up to the abstract and scientific concept “being ill”, and ends up relating
throwing up with being ill. She also seems to have some problem with understanding the phrase “what it is”. Both Eva and the teacher confirm her conclusion in lines
18 and 19. Mia may perhaps only have got a limited understanding of the concept
“ill”. However, this experience will probably support her when she hears this concept in another context.
The preschool teacher elaborates on this topic, which was introduced by Eva,
and through sharing experiences and giving each child time to think about what
the concept “ill” can represent, the topic was explored. What the concept denotes
was elaborated on through the children’s talk about their experiences. The preschool teacher uses a warm tone and acknowledges the children by helping them
to sort out what “ill” may mean in the light of their experiences. The children got
an important experience through this conversation. This talk about “being ill” is
about an abstract experience, a phenomenon, absent in the actual context, and both
the children seemed interested and engaged in this conversation. They got an experience with talking about an abstract, non-present concept, as well as classifying
being sick and throwing up as elements in the concept of “being ill”. However, without disturbing the children’s engagement, the teacher could have introduced some
more well-known sub-ordinate concepts, such as sore throat and fever.

Discussion
According to Bronfenbrenner and Morris (2007), children’s language learning in
the early years is dependent upon a close and positive relation to responsive adults.
Such a relation is expressed through warm and caring communication, with feedback given with both physical and emotional warmth. Everyday talks that children
engage in represent important situations for them to learn about both abstract and
scientific concepts (Hasan, 2002). The children in the three excerpts took spontaneous initiative to talk about a subject that engaged them, and the teachers supported
them in warm and responsive ways. Dickinson (2011) underlined that engaging
language experiences represent rich language learning situations for children. In all
three excerpts, the two teachers communicated that they were listening and were
interested in what the children uttered, and they prolonged the topics in which
the children were engaged. They acknowledged what they said, and the children
were invited to prolong their talk about the actual topic. To be attentive represents
more than to smile and to nod (Neuman & Marulis, 2010). According to Dickinson
(2011), preschool teachers must have knowledge about in what ways they can invite
children to express an idea, prolong their engagement to talk about experiences,
and support their talking as well as their thinking about experiences and concepts.
The two teachers asked questions that engaged the children to talk about their
thoughts and experiences with abstract, scientific concepts such as the concept
winter, as it related to the even more abstract concept season; naughty, as it related
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to the more abstract concept of behavior; and being ill, as it related to the abstract
concept of physical health. The teachers did not teach or talk with the children
about the many elements that could have been added to the abstract and scientific
concepts in focus here. Rather, they based their sayings on the children’s own utterances and questions and their naming of elements. They prolonged their topics and
invited them to express their experiences and thoughts about them. Through the
language interactions, the children received some experience with classification,
because the teachers helped them to link an abstract concept to a more concrete
concept, or asked the child what he/ she was thinking of when using the concepts.
The eldest children, Jan, Eva and Ari, presented examples of how one could classify winter by expecting no leaves on trees, being ill with being sick and classifying
naughty with “being angry” and “to hit”. The social pedagogical tradition may have
hindered the teachers from presenting more examples and taking initiative to extend and prolong the talks about concepts.
According to Vygotsky (1987), classification is an important part of moving
from everyday concepts to scientific concepts. When children have experiences
with linking concrete subordinate concepts and abstract concepts higher in the
system of the concept, this process will represent important experiences for their
cognitive development. Acquiring scientific concepts presupposes that children
acquire an understanding of the core or central elements that characterize the particular forms of knowledge the concept represents (Nelson, 2009). When a child
understands classification, they have gained an understanding of comparison and
categorization. The examples show how young children can engage in talk about
abstract phenomena and connect their own everyday experiences to words not being physically present in the context. In the talk about winter for instance, Jan talks
about winter as a season he has related some abstract and theoretical understanding about, and something is not right when there is snow on the ground at the same
time as there are leaves on the trees. Ari associated naughty with doing bad things,
and Eva related being ill with an unpleasant experience such as throwing up. All
the experiences can be related to core elements in the system of abstract concepts.
Hasan (2002) underlined that most everyday talks occur with little reflection.
How teachers talk, and what they talk about in everyday language interactions,
represent frequent and accordingly important arenas for children’s learning, and
challenge preschool teachers to be attentive to that which different children are engaged. The teachers in this study talked with the children about the topics they introduced themselves and in which they were engaged. How teachers talk, and what
they talk about in everyday language interactions, represent frequent and accordingly important arenas for children’s language learning (Adger, Snow, & Christian,
2003; Dickinson, 2011). Through the language interactions, the children probably
received some experience with classifying single incidences with abstract concepts,
such as “throwing up” with “illness”. To be attentive to what different children are
engaged in represents challenges to preschool teachers. A question to ask is how
attentive a preschool teacher can be to 18 different children’s efforts to categorize
experiences and thoughts and relate their experiences to language in informal,
spontaneous language interactions. To manage this process, the teachers in most
of their language interactions must direct their attention towards each child’s language learning and concept formation.
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Conclusion
The social pedagogical tradition seemed to dominate the pedagogy in this preschool. There were also relatively few talks where the teachers supported the children’s concept formation and use of language. They did not introduce any new concrete or abstract concepts related to the concept system they used in these language
interactions. In the social pedagogical tradition, cognition and concept formation
received less focus and were of less importance than social competence, and this
focus may have reduced the teachers’ attention towards their language interactions
with the children. Accordingly, there is a possibility that the ideal of not teaching in
preschool may have prevented the teachers from sharing, informing and supporting the children learning, even though the children were engaged.
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